ORACLE ACCELERATOR SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

The passage of the Affordable Care Act requires states to establish health insurance exchanges or participate in a federal exchange. These exchanges allow citizens and small businesses to choose and purchase affordable health care plans. Is your IT organization ready to support these requirements?

Oracle Accelerator Services for Health and Human Services (HHS) can help you quickly develop a realistic, actionable plan to meet regulatory and legislative requirements. This plan may include provisions for implementing a state supported Health Insurance Exchange (HIX), an Integrated Eligibility (IE) system, leveraging a Federally Facilitated Exchange, or a blended deployment model. No matter what model you choose - Oracle experts will collaborate with your teams and partners to provide modular service options - from architectural guidance through implementation expertise - across the Oracle Social Services solution portfolio. Our architects and delivery experts combine innovator state experience with practical processes and reusable assets to accelerate your implementation, and reduce cost and risk.

Benefit from Oracle Accelerator Services for Health and Human Services

Oracle Consulting can help you choose the right solution and safely transform your existing environment into one that supports the Affordable Care Act. Oracle experts provide the skills and knowledge to plan, architect, implement and project manage a solution based on your unique environment. The goal is to help you achieve a successful, short and long term strategy and deployment that protects your investment in legacy applications, improves your business and IT efficiency and service delivery, and allows you to adapt to the evolving healthcare standards, mandates and regulations.

Why Choose Oracle for Health and Human Services Solutions?

Oracle has been at the forefront of helping states comply with the new healthcare regulations and brings a wealth of best practice experiences and reusable assets to help accelerate implementations and reduce risk. Oracle offers a practical enterprise architecture approach and development process to provide a smooth transition path from current state architecture to one that supports new regulations. Oracle’s modular approach allows states and partners to select the right services for their needs at the right time in the project lifecycle.
Oracle Blueprint and Roadmap Service for Health and Human Services

Oracle Enterprise Architects work with your team to advise, train and govern architecture activity to ensure the success of your HIX or IE project. These architects leverage an architecture approach that is practical, iterative, and based on best practices – helping you deliver real results to your organization and citizens faster. These services focus on the following activities:

- Review your existing portfolio including application, information and technology components to create a current state architecture assessment of your HHS systems
- Establish a program structure, architecture principles and standards to guide development of the HIX or IE solution
- Identify relevant reference architectures and integration points with existing Health and Eligibility systems
- Develop a future state architecture that meets the requirements of the Affordable Care Act
- Develop an actionable strategic roadmap to get to the future state architecture, including appropriate transitional architectures and recommended implementation projects
- Define pragmatic governance processes and best practices to ensure sustainable results

Oracle Blueprint and Roadmap Service for Health and Human Services will help you quickly develop a Health Insurance Exchange or Integrated Eligibility solution that integrates with your existing systems. We bring the right Oracle expertise to the table both in delivering the solution, and in building the confidence and knowledge needed within your internal teams. With this service your organization can benefit from:

- Experienced architects that are leading the HIX architecture and design team for the Innovator State
- Creation of a practical 90-day execution plan to successfully complete the Federal CMS Gate Review
- Best practice program plan and structure to jumpstart your HIX or IE initiative
- Delivery of a complete Eligibility automation architecture
- An agile approach focused on delivering real results faster
- Oracle portfolio experts to validate architecture and share Oracle proven best practices – reducing risk and accelerating time to value
Rapid Start Services

Rapid start services are available from Oracle Consulting for the following products as part of the Oracle Health and Human Services Solution:

• Oracle Policy Automation Rapid Start
• Oracle Business Process Management Rapid Start
• Siebel Rapid Start
• Oracle WebCenter Rapid Start
• Oracle Business Intelligence Rapid Start
• Oracle Database Security Rapid Start
• Oracle SOA Suite Rapid Start

Lifecycle Services

The following Lifecycle services are available from Oracle Consulting:

• Health Insurance Exchange Services

• Integrated Eligibility Services
  • Employee Channel, Case Management, Citizen Portal, Business Rules (SNAP, TANF, MAGI)

• Shared Technology Services
  • Security, Business Intelligence, SOA & BPM, Data Center Services

• Shared Implementation Services
  • Project Management, Organization Change Management, Testing, Training, Support

Rapid Start Services

Rapid start services get your project implementation off to a successful start by providing expert assistance on key products from the Oracle Health and Human Services solution architecture. Designed as a means to get the Oracle Health and Human Services solution up and running quickly, Rapid start services offer lower cost, fixed scope offerings designed to implement specific products of the architecture framework, typically in four to six week time frame. Activities include product installation, enablement workshop and demonstration of functionality.

Our Oracle experts will guide your team through everything necessary to configure your environment and prepare your users. Rapid start services are delivered by consultants who focus exclusively on Oracle solutions. Our experts provide you with the guidance, thought leadership, and best practices you need for rapid time to value.

Lifecycle Services

Lifecycle Services focus on specific components of the Oracle Health and Human Services Solution Architecture such as Health Insurance Exchange or Integrated Eligibility. These services are intended as a rapid way of implementing specific components of the architecture in a timely way that also reduces risk. Shared technology and implementation services are specific services that can cut across HIX or IE component boundaries.
How We Are Different

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle hardware and software implementations. We know how to best optimize your investment in Oracle products and can provide your business with tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior services throughout your ownership experience.

As part of the Oracle Consulting team, our Oracle Enterprise Architects have proven experience in managing complex IT initiatives, in addition to broad deep expertise across Oracle’s portfolio. Oracle takes a practical, approach to Enterprise Architecture and uses global best practices to help customers realize a faster return on IT investments.

Getting Started

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer implementations across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the entire Oracle team behind your success. To learn more, contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting.

Hardware and Software, Engineered to Work Together